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EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES COMMITTEE

AGENDA

17th Meeting, 2001 (Session 1)

Tuesday 30 October 2001

The Committee will meet at 10.00 am in Committee Room 2, Committee
Chambers, George IV Bridge, Edinburgh.

1. Items in Private: The Committee will consider whether to take items 2, 8, 9 and
10 in private.

2. Questions for Witnesses: The Committee will consider lines of questioning for
the Deputy Minister for Social Justice.

3. Taking Stock – Gender Issues: The Committee will take evidence from—

Margaret Curran MSP, Deputy Minister for Social Justice.

4. Reporters: The Committee will consider the appointment of Reporters for Sexual
Orientation and Disability Issues.

5. Reporters: The Committee will hear from its Reporters.

6. Civic Participation Event: The Committee will consider a paper on its
forthcoming civic participation event.

7. Report of the Inquiry into the Liaison Arrangements Between the Police, the
Procurator Fiscal Service and the Crown Office and the Family of the
Deceased Surjit Singh Chhokar in Connection with the Murder of Surjit
Singh Chhokar and the Related Prosecutions: The Committee will consider its
approach to the Report.

8. Budget 2002/2003: The Committee will consider a draft report on Stage 2 of the
2002/2003 Budget.

9. School Education (Amendment) (Scotland) Bill: The Committee will consider
a draft report on the School Education (Amendment) (Scotland) Bill.

10. Work Programme: The Committee will consider papers on its future work
programme.



**************

The following papers are attached:

Agenda Item 2

EO/01/17/01 (P) - Private paper on suggested lines of questioning

Agenda Item 5

*EO/01/16/01 - Paper from the Gender Reporter

*EO/01/16/01 A - Respect Initiative Briefing from Zero Tolerance Charitable
Trust

Agenda Item 6

EO/01/17/02 (P) - Private paper on the forthcoming Civic Participation event

Agenda Item 8

EO/01/17/03 (P) - Draft Stage 2 Budget Report

Agenda Item 9

EO/01/17/04 (P) - Draft Stage 1 Report on the School Education
(Amendment) (Scotland) Bill

Agenda Item 10

*EO/01/16/06 (P) - Private gender paper I

*EO/01/16/06 A (P) - Private gender paper II

EO/01/17/05 (P) - Private paper on the Committee’s work programme

* Originally circulated for 2 October 2001.

Lee Bridges
Clerk to the Committee



NOTE OF MEETING BETWEEN GENDER REPORTER AND ZERO
TOLERANCE

20 September 2001

Attending:

Elaine Smith MSP Gender Reporter to the Equal Opportunities Committee
June Strachan Zero Tolerance Charitable Trust
Ann Hamilton Board Members, Zero Tolerance Charitable Trust
Margaret McGregor Assistant to Elaine Smith MSP
Richard Walsh Senior Assistant Clerk to the Equal Opportunities

Committee

1. The purpose of the meeting was to discuss the work of the Zero Tolerance
Charitable Trust and the “Respect Initiative Pilots” in particular. The Trust
works to raise public awareness of violence against women and, as well
as heightening awareness of the issue seeks to make it unacceptable. A
copy of the Respect Initiative accompanies as EO/01/16/01 (A).

2. The Trust was founded in 1992 and initially worked on heightening public
awareness through a poster campaign in workplaces and public settings. It
has latterly moved into targeting younger people and seeking to influence
their attitudes to violence against women and respect within relationships.

3. This is the basis for the Respect Initiative. It was originally started in 1998,
following research into the attitudes and understanding young people had
about violence towards women. Originally dealing with issues of consent
within a sexual relationship it has been broadened to discussions of
equality within relationships in general. The pilots promote a primary
prevention approach and, for the first time, an opportunity to run all the
components of the Respect Initiative together.

4. The pilots promote a primary prevention approach and, for the first time,
an opportunity to run curricular materials, a mass media campaign and a
number of other components in an integrated community approach. The
pilots, which were funded by the Scottish Executive, ran in Glasgow and
Edinburgh schools, finished in June and the evaluation report will be
available in October or November. Initial feedback from the evaluation is
extremely encouraging and there is a commitment to rolling out the
programme in Scotland if the evaluation is positive. The Trust will revise
the programme in the light of the evaluation and discussions are ongoing
with civil servants and relevant stakeholders in both formal education and
community education.

5. The sign–off meeting for the revised resources and intervention is early
2002. The question facing the Trust is how best to get the resources and
interventions into the schools where it can be used not only with the target
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audiences of young people but also deployed in an integrated approach
leading to a “whole school ethos”. The benefit of the integrated approach
is that the programme is mainstreamed in to the general curriculum and
can be reinforced and complemented by a range of staff.

6. There is a need to keep the focus on issues of violence against women
and the empowerment of women. There is also the possibility that
discussion of the issues may generate some need for counselling and
support if some form of violence affects either pupils or teachers. The
Trust considers that the Scottish Executive, in partnership with Learning
and Teaching Scotland and education authorities, need to look at strategic
rollout and support rather than relying on a piecemeal/opt in approach.

7. The education authorities in Edinburgh and Glasgow (where the pilot has
taken place) are very enthusiastic about the pilot project. The Trust
welcomes the fact that the Scottish Executive is committed to the project
and its future development. However it has not yet agreed to make the
resources and intervention available for schools or allocated budget
resources.

8. The focus of the resources and interventions is threefold: “Respect
yourself, respect others, respect difference”. The approach, whilst
designed to address gender inequality and male violence has begun to
show unexpected results in relation to bullying issues, particularly the
injunction to “respect difference”.

Conclusion

9. I note that Zero Tolerance Trust want to see the resources and
interventions included as part of the core 5 – 14 curriculum. I understand
that Learning and Teaching Scotland, plus two education authorities, are
enthusiastic about the materials and want to see it go forward.

Recommendations
10. The Gender Reporter recommends the following:—

that the Equal Opportunities Committee
•  note the report on the Respect initiative
•  congratulate the Zero Tolerance Trust on their work in the field;
•  agree to support their aims to roll out the respect campaign; and
•  agree to send a copy of the Gender Reporter paper and

accompanying brief to both the Convenor of the Education, Culture
and Sport Committee and the Minister for Education, Europe and
External Relations, Jack McConnell.

Elaine Smith
Gender Reporter
September 2001






























